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ELECTRICAL CONSTANTS OF STEEL CONDUCTORS
FOR TRANSMISSION LINES.
I INTRODUCTION
Copper has "been practically the only material used in
conductors for the transmission of electric energy "because of its
high electric conductivity. With the introduction of high Volt-
age power transmission the demand for high conductivity of the
conductor has "become less insistent, and the attention of design-
ers has "been called to the mechanical strength of line necessary
for long spans. As a result,. stoel conductors have "been used in
several installations.
It can he shown experimentally and mathematically that
when alternating current is passed through a conductor it does
not distrihute itself uniformly over the cross-section, hut that
the current density is greater in the outer layers of the wire
than in the central portion. Since the inner portion does not
carry its share of current the effective cross-section is reduced,
and the resistance is increased. Even at the comparatively
low frequencies used in commercial work this increase of resistance,
or shin effect, is important in conductors of steel or other mag-
netic materials.
The solution of the equations governing the establish
-
ment and distribution of electric currents in a cylindrical con-
ductor has "been considered "by Maxwell, Oliver Heaviside, Lord Kel-
vin, Lord Rayleigh, Dr. A. Russell, and others. The mathematical

theory of this thesis presents the deduction of I'axwell T s equations
for skin effect, with the modifications effected by Sir William
Thomson with his her and hei egressions •
7/hile the primary object of this investigation has been
to obtain commercial constants, the results are of scientific
value in that they -present for the first time, as far as the
author's knowledge goes, a fairly complete statement of the magnetic
state of the conductor, giving as they do the relation between the
permeability, current density, frequency, and size of conductor.

II MATHEMATICAL THEORY
This thesis is founded on the expression for skin
effect given "by Lord Kelvin:
_ q ber q bei* q - her 1 q bei q
*• • g .
(ber 1 q) 2+ (bei T q) 2
Since there is considerable difficulty even for physi
cists and engineers in following all the steps of the theory as
presentee! by Maxwell and extender5 by Lord Kelvin, a complete de








The conductors tested in this experiment were:
3/16 inch solid steel, galvanized
7/32 inch stranded steel, galvanized
3/3 inch stranded steel, galvanized
No. 2 B & S copper-clad steel.
Dimensions and ohmic resistance of eacto conductor are given
on pages (U- (»3) .
Each conductor was bent so as to form a parallel
return loop, the distance from innei surface of the conductor
to the inner surface of the return conductor being six inches.
Variable room temperature and large line currents
caused variable ohmic resistance. The first plan was to ob-
serve the conductor temperature by means of several thermcmete
spaced at equal intervals with the mercury bulbs placed next
to the conductor and covered with a thin layer cf putty. This
method failed in two respects: the temperature changed while
the several thermometers were being read, and the putty cover-
ing, by its absorption and retention of heat, caused a lag
in the indications of the thermometers . The fall of potential
method of measuring resistance was finally adorted. With a
direct current ammeter and low reading voltmeter the data for
calculation of ohmic resistance was obtained. In case the
resistance has changed, time was given for the conductor to
cool or else it was heated with a large alternating current
until the average resistance was obtained again.

6The power at 25 and 40 cycles was furnished by a Thomson
Houston smooth core generator, No. 683, Class A 35, 1100 volts,
1500 R.P.M. The voltage was stepped down to about 60 volts,
through a General Electric transformer, No. 745323, Type H60,
Form K, 1100/2200 110/220 volts, 5 K. W., with the high tension
coils in parallel and the low tension coils in series. Rheostats
in series with the conductor gave line current control, and rheO-
static control of the armature and field current of the driving
motor assured constant frequency. Since the motor could not
attain the speed necessary for 90 cycles, both the 60 and 90 cy-
cle runs were made on General Electric generator No. 95584, Type
ARB, Class 6-7.5, Form A, 20 amperes, 220 volts, 1200 R.P.M. The
six armature coils are spaced 30 electrical degrees apart on the
armature. No transformer was used in this set up, rheostats
in the generator field circuit giving the necessary voltage reg-
ulation. The smooth core generator gave a sine voltage wave; the
wave from the General Electric generator was also very free from
harm nics because of the series connection of the armature coils.
For r.igh frequency (500-2000 cycles) General Electric
Rotary Converter No. 352411, Type Sc-80-1 . 5-3000, 2000 cycles,
3000 R.P.M., A. C. Voltage 43, Amperes 35; D. C. Voltage 150,
Amperes 17, was used. A two-pole a. c, magneto, direct-connected
to the 3haft of the rotary converter gave frequency indications
ich were 1/40 the frequency of the rotary converter. This
arrangement made the same frequency meter available for low and
high frequency tests inasmuch as the 500 to 2000 cycles were in-
dicated as 5
—
/40 to 2000/40, or 12.5 to 50 cycles. Rheostats

in the armature and the field circuit gave control
of the frequency.. The machine is described and illustrated
in the General Electric Review, Vol. XVI, No. 1, January 1913.
Its construction assures a sine voltage wave, and oscillograms
verify this claim.
The frequency meter used was a Biddle instrument
of the vibrating reed type.
The power consumed by the conductor war measured by
General Electric wattmeter dynamometer No. 181928. The
sensibility of the instrument was a deflection of 500 milli-
meters on a scale one meter from the mirror for a power measure-
ment of .128 watts. For measurements of power greater than
this resistances were put in series with the potential coil
of the instrument. These resistances ranged in value from
to 60,000 ohms. Since the instrument was not direct reading
it was necessary to calibrate it for each value of resistance
used. All the calibrations were made with direct current power
and checked from time to time during the test so as to detect
any possible disturbance of the instrument. The zero reading
of the dynamometer was obtained frequently as a precaution
against accidental movement of the instrument with a consequent
change in calibration due to a different relative position of
the suspended and fixed coils. To make the deflections inde-
pendent of the zero indication, for each value of line current
a reading was taken with the deflection to the right, then the
current in the potential coil was reversed and the deflection

8tc the left was observed. One-half the total deflection from
left to right was used in the determination of watts indicated.
No single deflection from zero to right or to left exceeded
250 millimeters nor was less than 30 millimeters, since this
range gave indications of greatest accuracy.
The potential drop across the conductor was meas-
ured by General Electric voltmeter dynamometer No. 181929.
The sensibility of the instrument without external resistance
was approximately l.o8 volts for a 500 millimeter deflection
on a scale one meter distant. For higher voltages resistances
ranging from to 60,000 ohms were connected in series with
the voltmeter. The same precautions were taken as with the
dynamometer wattmeter and the same method of calibration used.
The reactance of the voltmeter was determined by a series of
high frequency tests, checked by calculation of reactance from
design data, and the correcti n for reactance drop in the volt-
meter applied to each voltage reading. Only in high frequency
tests with very low resistance in series with the voltmeter
was this correction appreciable. Readings of deflections both
to right and to left of zero were made as in the case of the
wat trr.e ter
.
The current was measured with Weston portable ammeters
designed for frequencies under 133 cycles per second. Each
ammeter was calibrated with G. E. dynamometer ammeter #181928
at 5CC, 1000, 1500, and 2000 cycles and found accurate within
one per cent. At frequent intervals during the tests the




The results of the experimental tests are given in
the form of tables and curves, extending from page ( T ) to
page ( U ) . In the hyphenated titles of the curves the first
word or symbol refers to the ordinates of the curve, the second
to the abscissas.
From the observed values of watts consumed and line
current the effective resistance B ( *= _W ), was calculated
l a
for each value of line current and the values plotted. From
a smooth curve drawn through the points, corrected values of
effective resistance R'E were obtained, and by the aid of the
K-q curves on page (.58 ) permeability values were calculated.
Permeability-current curves serve as a check on P readings.





anc* a Z»e.-I curve plotted. From
this curve corrected values of Z'g were taVen. The inductance




= X*". Reactance -
line current curves were plotted for each frequency. From these
curves readings were taken for the reactance at different fre-
quencies and the same line current, giving an X-frequency
curve at a certain current density. This process was repeated
for various current densities giving a series of X-frequency
curve 3
.
For each frequency a K - I D " curve was plotted.
(k = skin effect coefficient, 1 " = current density in amperes
cer square inch. From these curves values were taken for

10
K at different frequencies and the same current density. This
waa repeated for different current densities giving a series
of K - frequency curves.
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Calculation of for 3/16 inch Solid Steel Conductor.
Diameter d .483 cm. For 25, 40, and 60 cycles R - .1366 ohms
Length 1 1976 cm. For 75 cycles R = .1370 ohms
Area a .183 sq cm. For 500,1000,1500,3000 R .1410 ohms
For 25, 40, and 60 cycles:
p - -183_x .13 66_x_10 = 12,650 (c .g. s .units)
I 1976
For 75 cycles:
O r .183 x .1570 x 10 = 12,690
r 1976
For 500 to 2000 P = . 183 x .141 x 10 = 13,060
I 1976




u = 32. . P = 32. • 13690 r 36.74 q2
I f 3*7? d* 75 Z^.Hl^
Other values are as follows:
Frequency 25 40 60 75 500 1000 1500 2600
2tt*/V f 11° 68.75 45.83 36.74 5.672 2.836 1.890 1.4l|
For 10 amperes and 75 cycles = 2.421




= 36.74 x 6.0S*= 1359
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Calculation of a for 3/8 inch Stranded Steel Conductor.
Length = 64 '0" = 1951 cm. R = .0493 ohm.
*
Diameter per strand = .132"
Area per strand = nr a - 7T.061 3 = .01169 eq. in.
.Area of 7 strands * .08183 sq.in. = .5278 sq.cm. a
f>
=_aK = .527_8_x„.P493_x^l0 - 13
^
330 ( c . g . 8 , uni t8 )
1 1 1951
"For all practical purposes, the diameter of a stranded con-
ductor may be assumed the same as that of a solid conductor of the
same area."- Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers, Third
Edition, page 43.
a = Trra r = = /. 5S78 = f.l67S = .4098 (cm.)
" 1 IT • TT
Equivalent diameter d =.8196 cm.
= q a p « SI . __l£l330_ = qa # x 006
2^Tf f 2 x 9.87 x .8196 3 —
For 60 cycles:
^ - q
3 1006 = qa x 16i76
60
Other values are as follows:
Frequency 25 40 60 90 1000 2000
—p = 4C.25 25.15 16.76 11.23 I.006 .503
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Calculation of p for 7/33 inch Stranded Steel Conductor.
Length = 64'4" = 1961 cm.
For 25, 40, and 60 cycles R = .1848 ohm
For SO cycles R = .1283 ohm.
Diameter per strand .080"
Area per strand = TT r - TT .04 = .00527 s<^. in.
Area of 7 strands = .03518 sq.in. = .2239 eq.crn. - a
For 25, 40, and 60 cycles:
p = a^_R - .3269 x .1348 x 10* - 14,430 (e.q.s. unit5)
I 1 1961
Use equivalent solid conductor.
a = TT r
3
r = JoT =
.J.
2269 - -y.0722 = .2687 cm
TT TT
d = .5374 cm.
M= ale- = SI • 1143P„ = qa 3,950







= qa x 55,8
rcr other frequencies:
Frequency 25 40 60 90
2tt
i.^v
{ 158 98.7 65.8 42.7

Calculation of z't and X.
Consider 3/8" stranded steel conductor, 18 amperes, 60 cycles.
From R E - I curve, E'E = .0765 ohm.
E observed = 1.526 volts.
Z
E = £ s 1 . 536 - .0848 = effective impedance in ohms.
i re
From Z E - I curve, £ E .0840











Calculation of Inductance due to Flux between Conductors.
The c.g.s unit of inductance for a one-turn coil is numer-
ically equal to the flux produced by one c.g.s unit of current
through the coil. A tvro-wire transmission line may be con-
sidered as a single turn conductor with two very long sides.
Consider only the total flux included between the conductors,
disregarding the flux within the conductor itself.
Flux per cm. length of single wire and cgs unit of current
r $ = 2 log e ( P" r ) m L • inductance in c.g.s units.
L for given length 1 in cm:
L 8 3 1 log fc (Pf*) " 3 1 X 2.306 log,
L = 4.6 1 log (P-r ) x 10
= 6" + d
.-9
D = 6" + 2 I
For 3/16" solid conductor:
(in cgs units)
D
d = .190" = .4626 cm.
r - .095" .2413 cm.
D = 6" + .19 - 6.19" = 15.72 cm.
1 = 64' 10" = 1976 cm. .






L = 4.6 x }976 x 1.8074 x 10** = .00001643
x = Z-rrf L
For 60 cycles, x = 2 tt 60 x .00001643 = .006192
Frequency 25 40 60 75 500 1000 1500 2000
X .00258 .00413 .00619 .00774 .0516 .1032 .1548 .2064
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Calculation for 3/8" Stranded Steel Conductor.
Equivalent d = .8196 cm.
r = .4098 cm.
D • 6* + d 15.34 + .8196 = 16.06 cm.
1 = 64'0" = 1951 cm
.





38.2 = 1 .582
L = 4.6 x 1951 x 1.582 x 10 '* = .0000142 henry.
For 60#u, x = 2TT60 x .0000142 = .005355
Frequency 25 60 90 1000 2000






R - effective resistance in ohms as calculated from
___
l 3
R'= " 1 taken from curves of R
K = R
' r skin effect coefficient
R
W = watts consumed by the conductor
I = line current in amperes flowing in the conductor.
I = amperes per square inch, calculated from total area
of conductor cross-section,
f = frequency in cycles per second.
q = variable in Lord Kelvin's formula.
it = permeability
jO « conductivity in absolute units
E = potential difference between ends of conductor in vol




Z,e= effective impedance, corrected value from Z E curve






The curves indicate that in the conductors tested the
permeability was a linear function of the current density over
the range of current densities used in good practice (100 - 300
amperes per square inch).
The maximum permeability in the 3-16" solid steel con-
ductor was 1640; in the 3-8" stranded steel cable the maximum
was 4C0. In both conductors the maximum occurred at a current
density of 400 amperes per square inch. In the 7-32" stranded
cable the permeability had not reached a maximum even though
the current density had risen to 700 amperes per square inch.
The initial value of permeability for the 3-16" solid
conductor was 150, for the 3-8" stranded 25 - 50, for the
7-32" stranded 50 - 150. These values are comparable with
Lord Kayleigh's value of 100 for soft iron under very small
magnetic forces.
Every permeability curve has the same general shape,
the chief difference being that the permeability increases
with decrease of frequency.
The increase of the skin effect coefficient K with
increase of frequency is greatest at frequencies below 100
cycles. Above 300 cycles K is approximately a linear function
of frequency.
The decrease of internal inductance with increase of
frequency causes the total inductance to increase less rapidly
as higher frequencies are attained.
The reduction of skin effect by stranding is marked.
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In spite of its greater area the 3-8" stranded cable shows less
skin effect than the 3-16" solid wire at any given current




3-16" solid 3-8" stranded
I K K
100 1 .37 1.09
200 1.99 1 .40
400 2.25 1 .75
The skin effect in the copper-clad steel wire is
negligible compared to that in the steel conductors tested,
being only 5 per cent at 1000 cycles, as compared with 200




"When the current in a conductor is of varying in-
tensity, the electromotive force arising from the induction
of the current on itself is different in different parts of the
section of the wire, being in general a function of the distance
from the axis of the wire as well as of the time. If the cy-
lindrical conductor be a solid mass in which electric currents
are free to flow in obedience to electromotive force, the in-
tensity of the current will not be the same at different dis-
tances from the axis of the cylinder, and the electromotive
forces themselves will depend on the distribution of the current
in the different cylindric strata of the wire.
"The vector potential H, the density of the current w,
and the electromotive intensity at any point, must be consid-
ered as functions of the time and of the distance from the axis
of the wire.
"The total current, C, through the section of the wire,
and the total electromotive force E, acting round the circuit,
are the variables, the relation between which are to be found
in this discussion."
Consider the conductor as a straight circular cylin-
der, the axis of which is in the direction. The general
expression for the component of current density and electro-




^TTw= component of current density,
where w = component of current;
L = X component of magnetic field intensity
M = y component of magnetic field intensity
This relation may be stated as follows: The electric current
density is 1_ times the curl of the magnetic field.
4-tt
IIL - b L
4tT dx hy
Since the magnetic induction is the curl of its vector poten-
tial we may write:
a = _JJL - _i£ = u.1 (3)
b = - *H « (3)
3x
where a and b are components of magnetic induction along the
x and y axes
FGH are components of the vector potential of magnetic
induction along the axes, sometimes called components of elec-
tromagnetic momentum; U at a point
y» - permeability = coefficient of magnetic induction





Since the vector potential H is at right angles to the 2 axis,
and dF are zero.
Then
a = L aH
a y
b - iLM - - 3 H
d X
= - 1








°y ' \<JX ^y/ /\ / |
-*f tfiuu w = ^iii + _aM± (8)
The right hand number of (8) is of the form of
LaPIace's or erator V
%
- J* ) acting on the vector H, but
with the Z term absent. Since a cylindrical conductor is
being considered it is convenient to transform this expression
to cylindrical coordinates, with the following result:
2lA + -L Ml + 1 . _£k + _d^I (9)
a r
3 r 3r r3 a f*- dz>
Since the vector potential is the same for all
points at the same distance from the axis of the conductor, H
is independent of the angle ^ * anc* tne third term may be
omitted. Since H has no component along the Z axis the fourth





-Ww = JttL + _1 . 9H
' 3r a r dr (10)
If a b c denote the components of magnetic induction,
and 1 m n the direction-cosines of the normal to the given
surface d S, the surface integral may be written
B = (lat-mb-vnc) d S (11)
where 3 = magnetic induction through the surface d S.
But it is possible to determine the induction through
this surface or closed curve dS by a process depending on the
nature of that curve, and not on the normal to the surface.
This may be done by finding a vector U, related to B, the mag-
netic induction, in such a way that the line integral of U,
extended round the closed curve, is equal to the surface-integral
of B, extended over any surface bounded by the closed curve.
Stokes' theorem states that the line integral round
a closed curve of a vector quantity U with components X Y Z
may be expressed in terms of the surface integral of the vector
B provided the components a b c of B are related to X Y Z by
the equations:
a = 4Ml - AY. (is)
o = ax - a £ ft 3)
a e d %




The theorem may he written:
The theorem holds always for the transformation from a line
to a surface integral, but the transformation from a surface
to a line integral is possible only when
da + db + dc = o. (15)
dx dy d
Equations (12) (13) (14) satisfy (15).
Thus
/7(la-»-mb + nc) d S = (Xdx+Y&y + Z i*_)gU
" ds at 4*
(16)
A s
If components F G H be substituted f or X Y Z, (12) and (13)
become identical with (2) and (3). Since FG H satisfy condi-
tions (12) - (15) they may be substituted into (16), thus:
foatmbfnc) d S = /(Fdx*Gdy_*H i*)ds (17)
11 1 ds ds ds
But B = j£ ( la 4- mb nc ) d S
Then B = [f (la + mb + nc ) d S = /(F dx + C dy_ +• H d 2 ) d S
II ' ds ds cT»
The cm.f. due to change of flux in a given time is:
-
_dB_ = - f l£ dx + a6 dy_ + dH cUWs
at /at ds at ds at
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-h:. is the component of the electromotive force due to the
change of the flux in the direction of the Z axis.
If in addition there exist a potential V^J correspond-
ing to the part of the electromotive force which is independent
of the current induction, we have
2 - Z * w = ohmic drop per unit length along the Z axisbT x
Then dj£ is the electromotive force consumed by the resistance.
Thus the total electromotive force per differential
length causing current along the Z axis is
Vdt 7t)

The vector potential H at each part of the circuit
is a function of the time and the distance r of the point
considered from, the axis of the wire. Maxwell assumes that
H = S T + T
f
* r» T^r* + T$r 4+ + T
n
r "+ (25)
where S T T, etc., are functions of the time,
r = distance from the center of the cylindrical conductor.








- 4 TT |uo W
d r 3 r 6 r
_ jp yy — 1_ d H 1_ 3H
' 4 dr 3 4r 3r (28)
Substituting for d*"H and 3 H :
3xa 6 r
-TT^w = 1 (2 T
f
+12 T 3 r 3 +30 T 3 r * + +2n Tn (3n
-l) r^n~-+....
-t- 1 ( 3 T. rf4 T 2 r s + 6T 3 r B ^ . . . +
4r 9
+ 2nTn r 2n-l ^ j
= JTj + 2 T a r*+15 T3r% . . . . + JL Tn (2n-l)r2n" 2 ^
1 2 2 2
6 a
-ir^ w = T
f










The component emf in the direction of JL is
If
^
be the specific resistance of the mater-
ial in the conductor and w the current density, the emf re-
quired is = __w
,
since |0= _1, where X i- 9 conductivity.
w _
-% Vat ) K
*0)
From equation (25):
2Ji = ls + ai +rl ^^ r ,, aT>f +






~ w = 4- 3 it +^ ^ . r a AT 4 T Zn-2 \ «t-
at at




-w = Ti 4 2 T. + 3 Tir f . . . .+ n TK r +
(ntl)
Xy t r 2 " (33)
Rewriting (32 )
:
-w = xi$--f-X dS i- tel+^lli -^i^ « +
di ot at at at
4r** 3 T .... t^r^^t (34)
at at
Evaluating by equating the coefficients of like powers of







£h = X $2* (37)
Tr at
ai_Tfi= ft BTi-i (38)
w r at
Elswriting (35 ) :
In equation (35) S was an arbitrary function of time. Let
S be such a function of t that
= (40)
at d£
where ^ is the potential corresponding to that part of the
emf which is independent of current induction.
Substituting in (39) for £s •
T, = \uTT£L (41)
' at
£IL = \tt lk £L (43)
at r dt*-






dTf - Xttijo . Attu. ill = A\V a^l (43)
at » at* 2,z at*
= XVV . (44)
at at 3
Rewriting (37), then substituting for 9TV ;
3 * Xir
w
. Alv = Ajtm, , £j£_hL All
fl^v 2v + ai:










7. h n \ h















If be the total current in the conductor,
= a
^ - /wZirr d r
r =
Substituting for w in (49):
(49)
27T / - A^T 3 r/ LtTfA
2
^
^Ll r * r d r +
/o at*
v = - Mil I - 2tt>X" • £1
at jr 3 t?- 4
a. + (50)













Us X m K |*.a_T.
-+ 3 I*^^T .
+
(53)
The vector potential due to a small magnet is pro-
portional to the strength of magnet m. It is evident that
a conductor carrying current may be substituted for the mag-
net. Ther the vector potential will be proportional to the
total current in the wire. Outside the conductor the vector
potential depends not on the distribution of current within
the conductor but on the total current in the conductor.
Hence, at the surface of the conductor let H = A V, where.
A
is a proportionality factor to be determined.
Rewriting (25), remembering that a is the value of r at the
surface,
A= S + T+ T ? a*+ T z aV+T„ a
Zn
-f. . . . (54)
Substituting the values of T, T t T 3 T h in
(41) (43) (45) (46)
A = g + T + u/TT A h Ta\ LuV- Ar a»T a? (55)
at "w*7I* dt^
in!
' dt 1^2- Tt1 P^'s^ "TTT + (56)
at*
Using the symbolic operator d__
dt
Ar = s +
1--2 1 dt- ^ 3^ dt 3
Ki>yh + It (57)
ih 1 <\t* i
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Let <j> (*) = 2. JC 1+ x -t- x *• +- X ^_
1*- 1* 2 L 3 X
•f + 2L_ -\ •
in-
It is well to note that IS — I.
(58)
If x = (K |uud_) T
dt
AT - S (} ( x ) = ^(^Kd_) T
dt
S = Atf"-(W^Kd_) T
dt '
- A |¥ - <t>(KK d ) dT
dt
Then <j)'(x) = d_








Y = T- K_l - 2 k^tt d 1"t dt , T-TTo tt,3^ dt 2-
• * • •
*r =
-
k a [l •+ 3k to










. M-l i ri-l "1—
«
nix K d T (65)
£ = - K <f '( f*K d_ ) dT
dt dt














A d£ - df
dt dt = « (69)
d_









But it has been assumed that
diP — - dS
d Z- dt
Consider that the conductor is of uniform resistance since
the potential _^JJL is independent of any inductive action of
the current and therefore applies to uniform current distri-
bution .
The fall of potential in the wire
- w. ar^a
^> di - w ^dfr - W dfr (72)
ar^a A
For unit distance di = 1




But w = t otal current = X (74)
0X088 section "ITa. 1"
£ = _JC = X_ = as (75)
If total err.f = E, and length in cm = 1, the drop along
the axis per cm. distance E_ (76)
1
E = the emf . due to other causes than the induction of the
current upon itself.
Substituting in (71) :
S
= A d* + l Ht K &} V (77)1 dt K >* ±)
E = A 1 d* + 1 &SpKjkX-* (78 >
dt K
rV'ii)
If a current "be periodic according to the simple





where p - 2 ir f
di = j p I filfi=q|*i . . (80)
/«_) i = (: P) i
v dt ;
(&) = 1 P (81)
Substituting for d__ in (78):
dt
E = Aljp* + l f) X _ (82)
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4> ft) = 1+ x +x\xf + ^ 1 + x + x%
$'(X) 4 36 2 13
= 1 + x _ x\ XS _ 2lL_ + 13 Xr + (83)
2 12 48 180 864C
Substituting (mK p j) for x, separating the real from the
imaginary part, and remembering that j - -1
V (k* f TT ^—rr— -P ^rY ld 180
+ j ~ p
3
.
_13__ i/ K*p*t )
2
1 48 ' 8640 '
If m denotes the real part, and n the imaginary,
F=jaipr+ir n) (85)
K
But 1 = = 1 P r = actual ohrnic resistance (86)
(for steady currents) of conductor length £..
E = Rrm+jalpr + 3 1 mf z R m *+i 1 Jf(ap+a) ( 8 7)
L K ^ *ff 8640










This equation is of the form
i s R*ir + 3 P l>* - i- 'ir^-L 1 14: oo
dt




-f^l-V + \ (91)
IS R 180 R M 7
L . =ira+ |^ (l-^14>%13_ fcli 4 ^ )1 (92)
48 8640 r If*
" ;
J
R' represents the effective resistance and L 1 the
effective self induction.
If the rate of alternation be very low, so that y is small,
the resistance R' becomes approximately R, and the self




K = skin effect coefficient = jfffp* _ J^^y* (93)12 Ra 180 R
A = inductance between wires.* a logarithmic expression in-
dependent of skin effect
.
— - inductance for uniformly distributed current.
S '
"As the frequency of alternation increases from
zero to infinity the resistance rises steadily, and the self
induction decreases. At slow rates of alternation the dis-
tricution of current, being such as to make the resistance a
minimum, is uniform over the section; and this distribution,
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since it involves magnetization of the outer rarts of the
cylinder, leads to considerable self induction, especially in
ircn. When the rate of alternation is very rapid the endeavor
is to make the self induction a minimum irrespective of re-
sistance. This object is attained by concentration of the
current in the outer layers. The magnetization of the conductor
is thus more and more avoided, but at the expense of increased
resistance
.
"The ultimate value of R,and L* when p is very
great may be arrived at analytically. The series 4>00 (58)
may then be replaced by 1_ from which
Accordingly the limiting values of resistance and self induc-
tion are given by





R 1 increases without limit with p, while L' tends to the




Phil. Mag. May 86, pg. 389-390.
In the notation of Beesel's functions, if x be
any number
J.(jx) = 1-^ + i! +JLb ( S6 >
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x = 2 <j k acp = q (y (98)
where q = 2 tkpup (99)
Then Jc(^x) = J (j ^<T) = ^ (j k =
- 1 +
- _ct_ - iq » q + (100)
2*. 4* 2
1
. 4 l .6 i 3*4*e*8u
Lord Kelvin calls the real part of this expression
berq, and the imaginary part beiq. jbe»Eessel, r*rea3J
Then J ( j k JH- p ) = ber q * bei q (101)
AiiJLJfeJLL = ber q-M bei a (102)
^'(j k^p) (ber'q+i bei'q) da,
d ( j k ^ p
)
where ber'q = d ber q and bei'q = d bei q
d* dq
Bote: if fix) = f (y)
dJLLxi_ = df (y) r df (y ) dydx dx —T~ 7^dy dx
f'(x) = f' (y) dy_
dx
. .
F(j k jKp) = ber q and f ( j k fi p) = j bei q
F ( j k ^.p) = ber'q do, k ^ j>)- j bei'q dg
d(j k ya. p) * d(i k y~
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t 4>( j k julp) = F ( j k |^f)+T(j k f*-P)
P' ( J
k
^ p ) = (ber'q +J bei'q) (103)
d( j kp.p)
43 . = d_(2._rK^) (104)
Let 2 k^.p= Z. K p = ^ (105)
J
4
d( J k>r } di P ry a*
= 1 1
= 1 _ = _2_ (107)
Ther. - ig. . ber q tj be i q
r be r ' q »- i be i ' q
(168)
Multiplying by ber ' q - 3 bei '
q
ber q - j bei q
(ter q + j bei q) (ber'q «~ j bei'q)
<^
' (ber'q) 1- + (bei 'q)*"






I fcer q bei' q - bei q ber'q + j ber q ber' q 4- bei q bei'q
I (ber'q) + (bei'qr (ber »q)l+ (bei f q) x
Let m denote the real part, n the imaginary part.
From (83) :
E = A 1 i +i
_Li^k.^pl r= A 1 j pr + iq (B+j n) r
E - 1 q m r + j (Aipr+£ q n?r )





| nir + jr (ai p u q n )
k
2
Q m rW p r (A 1 + £g y\
)2 2 k p
This is of the form





= R Q ber
<j bei'q - ber'^ beMj
L 1 r jqn
2 kp





-I K ft p




1 Y ;> ~r
r f = q
TTd
2tt d f
Considering K as a function of q Dr. Magnus McLean
has calculated the following table of numerical values for K
corresponding to values of q ranging from to 20.
K = R K = R
R R
0.0 1 .0000 4.5 1.8628
0.5 1 .0000 5.0 2.0430
1 .0 1.0001 5.5 2 .2190
1.5 1 .0258 6.0 2 .3937
2.0 1 .0805 8.0 3.0956
2.5 1 .1747 10.0 3.7940
3.0 1 .3180 15.0 5.5732
3.5 1.4920 20.0 7.2350
Plotting these values shows that the critical val-
ues of K are from q - to q 5. For q 5 the curve is a
straight line, showing that K varies directly as q.
From experimental data the value of K is determined.
From the table the corresponding value of q is found. Then all
the terms of the right hand member are kno\vn, and the value of
permeability can be obtained.
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